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ABSTRACT
We study the update of the distribution in Estimation of
Distribution Algorithms, and show that a simple modifica-
tion leads to unbiased estimates of the optimum. The simple
modification (based on a proper reweighting of estimates)
leads to a strongly improved behavior in front of premature
convergence.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.1.6 [Optimization]: Unconstrained optimization; G.3
[Probability and statistics]: Multivariate statistics
General Terms
Algorithms
1. INTRODUCTION
The American election of 1936 is famous due to the error,
in a very important part of American history [2], in the
poll organized by the Literary Digest [1], in spite of a huge
sampling - 2 millions of questionnaires. This error was due
to the absence of reweighting: the readers of the Literary
Digest were much more often Republicans than Democrats,
and were therefore much more likely to vote for Landon;
whereas Roosevelt finally got 61 % of votes, the Literary
Digest predicted a comfortable win for Landon. The good
result was predicted by George Gallup, with only a much
smaller sample (50 000 people).
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms are similar to polls:
they are based on samplings. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the reweighting has not been experimented or
analyzed in this context. This paper is based on this idea.
This paper considers the adaptation of the distribution
in Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDA). EDA in-
clude e.g. UMDA [17], Compact Genetic Algorithm [11],
Population-Based Incremental Learning [3], Relative En-
tropy [16], Cross-Entropy [4] and Estimation of Multivari-
ate Normal Algorithm (EMNA) [12]. We will here focus on
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EMNA (cf Algorithm 1).
There are several advantages in EDA; simplicity, possi-
ble use of prior knowledge, compliance with mixed (con-
tinuous/discrete) spaces, applicability for multimodal op-
timization (with multimodal distributions calibrated by
Expectation-Maximization algorithms); importantly, EDA
are often nearly parameter free. However, an issue is pre-
mature convergence [23, 9, 14, 20]: for example, with a
Gaussian EDA, if the initial point is too far from the target
(formally, if the squared distance to the optimum divided
by the initial variance is too large), then the EDA might
diverge.
Algorithm 1 The EMNA algorithm.
Initialize σ ∈ R, x ∈ RN .
while Halting criterion not fulfilled do
for l = 1..λ do
zl = σNl(0, Id)
xl = x+ zl
yl = f(xl)
end for
Sort the individuals by increasing fitness; y(1) < y(2) <· · · < y(λ).
zavg = 1
µ
µX
i=1
z(i)
σ =
vuuut
µX
i=1
||z(i) − zavg||2
µ×N
x = x+ zavg
end while
2. VARIANCE REDUCTION
Random points have a lot of nice features, in particular the
fact that it’s easier to avoid bias with simple Monte-Carlo.
How, several forms of variance reductions are possible with-
out introducing any bias. These techniques are also termed
importance sampling in recent literature, referring to either
correcting an incorrect distribution (as in the present paper),
or improving the variance by changing the distribution.
• Using symmetries of the problem provides huge im-
provements. This was very clearly shown with Buffon’s
needle. The problem in Buffon’s needle consists in esti-
mating the probability for a needle thrown at random
on a table with parallel lines on it, to cross at least one
of the lines (Buffon’s needle can be used for approxi-
mating π, yet it’s essentially a toy problem nowadays).
The interesting point is that this probability is more
quickly estimated by launching something else than a
needle: launch (several times) a cross, made of two
needles joint at their middle, estimate the probability
for this cross to meet at least one line, apply some al-
gebra to the frequency, and you’ll find a good estimate,
much more precise than if you had simply launched a
needle. Using such symmetries (using e.g. so-called
antithetic variables) was exploited successfully in the
field of EDA in [8], and in various other fields as well -
e.g. [21] for Bayesian Networks. We will not take care
of this specific techniques, which can be used simulta-
neously as (and independently of) the reweighting that
we propose below.
• Stratification (related, but not equivalent to, quota
sampling - in quota sampling the distribution in each
”quota” is not specified whereas in stratification it is):
choosing a partition of the domain, and sample in-
dependently each part of the partition; then, each
point should be reweighted so that its weight is consis-
tent with its real probability. Stratification can very
strongly reduce the variance of the estimate. When
you can’t sample with the target distribution (as well
as in EDA, when we use Gaussian sampling whereas
we would like to sample uniformly - there’s just no
uniform distribution such that we are sure that for λ
sufficiently large we will go sufficiently far away from
the parent to cover the optimum), then reweighting is
the key solution for removing the bias.
Discussions related to variance reduction can be found in [5,
10]. Some interesting historical and other related elements
can be found in [22, 15].
3. WHY EMNA IS NOT (ALWAYS) CON-
SISTENT AND HOW TO MAKE IT CON-
SISTENT
In an update step of EMNA, we generate x1, . . . , xλ, inde-
pendently identically distributed (i.i.d). Typically the dis-
tribution is Gaussian, centered on x and with step-size σ.
We consider this simple case, but the adaptation to other
distributions is straightforward.
y1, . . . , yλ are the fitness values of the xi; for some un-
known fitness function f , yi = f(xi). We then consider the
sorted population; x(1), . . . , x(λ) have fitness y(1) ≤ y(2) ≤
· · · ≤ y(λ) and are a permutation of x1, . . . , xn. We will as-
sume for the sake of clarity that all fitness values are distinct,
but the result does not depend on this assumption.
Then we define
xˆ =
1
µ
µX
i=1
x(i). (1)
xˆ is the estimate of the location of the optimum; it’s the
center of the next distribution. With the notation Eˆλ (resp.
Pˆλ) for the empirical averaging (resp. frequency) operator
for the λ points (x1, y1),. . . ,(xλ, yλ), this is equivalent to
xˆ = Eˆλ(x|y ≤ y(µ)).
µ is usually equal to λ/4; we will consider, for simplicity, that
λ = 4µ, i.e. that λ can be divided by 4, but this assumption
is not central; µ/λ might just converge to some limit in ]0, 1[
as λ is large.
We now analyze conditions under which EDA are consis-
tent.
Theorem 1 (Consistency of EDA). Consider
x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . i.i.d with density d(x), and consider
y1, y2, y3, y4, . . . such that the (xi, yi) are independently and
identically distributed as (x, y) with y = f(x). We assume
that:
1. The repartition function P (y ≥ t) is continuous at 1/4
and the 1
4
-quantile of y is well defined, i.e. there is one
and only one t such that P (y ≤ t) = 1
4
.
2. If I ⊂ R is compact then x|y ∈ I has bounded range;
3. ∀t > 0, Eλx|y < t = argmin f .
Then, with µ→∞ and λ = 4µ, xˆ→ argmin f .
Remarks:
• Condition 1 is stronger than necessary. The proof is
simpler with this condition, which is enough to ensure
that (i) there is a 1
4
quantile (ii) there are not so many
points very close to this quantile. A careful reduction
of this assumption is beyond the scope of this paper.
• Condition 2 in particular holds if the function is co-
ercive. With coercive functions, for ||x|| sufficiently
large, f(x) > sup I.
• Condition 3 is the important condition for this paper:
it looks like a simple technical assumption, but it does
not hold in many important cases, as discussed later.
Proof: Assumption 1 implies that the 1
4
quantile of y
is well defined. The convergence of an empirical quantile
(here y(µ)) to the quantile (and the existence of this quantile)
holds almost surely as soon as this quantile is well defined
(classical corollary of Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s theorem). So
assumption 1 implies
y(µ) → t; (2)
for the only t such that P (y ≤ t) = 1
4
.
Consider some fixed 1 > ǫ > 0, assumption 1 implies that
Pˆλ(y ∈]t− ǫ, t+ ǫ[) ≤ k(ǫ) (3)
for some function k(.) such that limǫ→0 k(ǫ) = 0.
Proof of Eq. 3: We need k(ǫ) such that P (y ≤ t +
ǫ) − P (y ≤ t − ǫ) ≤ k(ǫ); we can just set k(ǫ) = P (y ≤
t + ǫ) − P (y ≤ t − ǫ). By the continuity assumption, k(ǫ)
goes to 0 as ǫ→ 0. (proof of Eq. 3)
Let’s define I = [t− ǫ, t+ ǫ]. Then,
• for λ sufficiently large, by Eq. 3,
P (y ∈ I) ≤ k(ǫ); (4)
• Thanks to assumption 2,
Eˆλ(x|y ∈ I) < k′ (5)
for some constant k′ independent of ǫ.
Now, consider the following equation for xˆ.
˛˛
˛Eˆλx|y < y(µ) − Eˆx|y < t
˛˛
˛ ≤ Pˆ (y ∈ I)
˛˛
˛Eˆλ(x|y ∈ I)− Eˆλx|y < t
˛˛
˛
(6)
Eqs. 4 and 5 plugged in Eq. 6 lead to:
Eˆλx|y < y(µ) = Eˆλx|y < yt +O(k(ǫ)). (7)
The limit of Eq. 7 for ǫ → 0 is Eˆx|y < yµ → Eλx|y < t,
which in turn leads to
xˆ→ Eλx|y < t. (8)
Eq. 8 and assumption 3 conclude the proof.
Optimum (center of the level set)
Estimate of the optimum (biased
towards the center of the Gaussian)
Level set
Figure 1: Illustration of the bias induced by se-
lection in the case of unweighted points and non-
uniform (e.g. Gaussian) distribution.
A possible solution consists in using a uniform distribu-
tion in a sufficiently large ball. However, Gaussian numbers
are quite comfortable: they provide arbitrarily large values,
whilst preserving small variance. How to have the best of
both worlds ? The idea of reweighting consists in:
• sampling with your most comfortable distribution
(here the Gaussian), with density c(.);
• be aware of the target distribution, i.e. the distribu-
tion with which there would be no bias; let t(.) be its
density (here the uniform distribution);
• reweighting the points in order to correct the bias; the
weight of a point x is the following ratio:
w(x) =
t(x)
c(x)
.
The implementation for EDA is quite straightforward: re-
place the weight 1 by this ratio between the target density
and the density used for sampling. We will define the cor-
responding algorithm and experiment it in the next section.
Interestingly, this ratio is nearly constant among selected
points when they are close to the center of the optimum,
but not at all when the selected points are far from the opti-
mum, i.e. precisely in the cases in which EDA are sensitive
to premature convergence.
4. EXAMPLES AND COUNTER-
EXAMPLES
Let’s discuss the assumption of this theorem. Assump-
tions 1 and 2 are weak assumptions, implies by e.g. smooth-
ness and coercivity assumptions. Assumption 3 is seemingly
quite natural but indeed does not hold in many cases. This
section is devoted to examples and counter-examples for as-
sumption 3. Thanks to reweighting we can come back to the
averages for the uniform distribution; so we have to see cases
in which the center of level sets is (resp. is not) the opti-
mum. Essentially, we will see that in many cases the problem
is not solved; essentially we can deal with local convergence.
As discussed in section 6, reweighting makes sense in many
cases; however, the proof as made in this paper considers
only consistency of the estimation of the optimum.
4.1 Quadratic functions
Let’s first consider quadratic functions.
• The standard case of a quadratic positive definite func-
tion (Fig. 2) is well handled by the theorem. The
optimum is at the center of ellipsoids and therefore
assumption 3 of the theorem clearly holds for the uni-
form distribution - for a Gaussian distribution, we have
to reweight the points in order to ensure consistency.
Typically, if the level sets are concentric ellipsoids,
Figure 2: Standard cases of quadratic definite func-
tions with or without bad conditioning. This case is
handled by the theorem.
then Eλx|y < t is equal to the optimum when the
distribution is uniform, but certainly not if the distri-
bution is Gaussian - in the case of a Gaussian distri-
bution, the points are much more densely distributed
close to the center of the distribution (see Figure 1);
therefore, the estimate is not consistent, and increasing
λ does not solve the problem.
• The degenerated case (Figure 3) in which the level sets
are infinite rectangles, with a line of optima, is not
directly handled; we have only considered the case in
which the optimum is a point and the level sets are
bounded (assumption 2). We conjecture that the result
should be nearly preserved but have no proof of it.
Figure 3: Degenerated quadratic function; one
eigenvalue is null.
• The case of a saddle point (Figure 4) is not well han-
dled also - the level sets are not ellipsoids at all, and we
have to estimate level sets and not just the location of
the optimum with some xˆ (see however section 6, first
point).
Figure 4: Quadratic function with saddle point.
This is a multimodal case. This is not handled by
the theorem; we do not have to estimate the position
of the optimum but the level set.
4.2 Ellipsoid level sets of non-quadratic func-
tions
We have discussed quadratic functions; this is not equiv-
alent to ellipsoid level sets. We point out that whenever the
sampling is made thanks to the uniform distribution, the
fact that all level sets are ellipsoids is not enough for ensur-
ing that the center of a level set is the optimum. Consider
for example the following fitness function:
f−1(t) =
{cos(0.9t) + t ∗ cos(u) + sin(0.9t) + t ∗ sin(u);
u ∈ [0, 2π]} for t ≥ 0.
This fitness (see level sets in Fig. 5) has optimum in (1, 0),
which is the center of almost no level set for the uniform
distribution.
Figure 5: Level sets of a fitness function which does
not satisfy assumption 3 whenever the level sets are
ellipsoids.
For a fitness as on Fig. 5, correcting the sampling bias
in order to ”recover” the uniform sampling is not enough;
i.e. the reweighting technique that we propose below is not
proved consistent in that case. However, in spite of the lack
of proof in the general case, we guess that our technique
also avoids premature convergence in such cases. To the
best of our knowledge, proofs of consistency in such non-
quasi-convex functions are still very rare (see however [25]).
4.3 Other cases; why we try to get to much
with the consistency theorem
We have shown several counter-examples. However, these
counter-examples are cases in which xˆ does not converge to
the optimum as λ→∞, in one generation; this is not neces-
sary for the convergence of the EDA. Therefore we require
too much. For example, the two very similar Figures 6 and
7 have probably very similar behaviors; but only the first
one is handled, due to the dissymmetry of case 7.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section is devoted to experimenting the convergence
of the weighted version of EMNA in a framework in which
the baseline version that not converge, namely an initial
point far from the optimum and a small initial step-size.
In this section we use Algorithm 2 (to be compared with
Algorithm 1, the baseline EMNA).
5.1 Comparison on the sphere function with
poor initialization: reweighting avoids
premature convergence
First, algorithm 2 is now compared to Algorithm 1. The
results are averaged over 11 runs in various dimensions. The
initial point is (1, 1, . . . , 1), the number of generations is
25⌊D3/2⌋ and the initial step-size is σ = 0.1. The popu-
lation size is λ = 10D⌊√D⌋ in Fig. 8, λ = 10 ×D2 in Fig.
Figure 6: Here, the t level set is {t×(1+0.2∗cos(8u))×
cos(u), t×(1+0.2∗cos(8u))sin(u);u ∈ [0, 2π]}. Thanks to
symmetries, the assumption 3 is verified: the center
of the level set is the optimum.
Algorithm 2 The EMNA algorithm with weighted aver-
ages.
Initialize σ ∈ R, y ∈ RN .
while Halting criterion not fulfilled do
for l = 1..λ do
zl = σNl(0, Id)
yl = y + zl
fl = f(yl)
end for
Let w(i) = 1/density(xi) with density the density of
the distribution used for generating the offspring.
Sort the indices by increasing fitness; f(1) < f(2) <
· · · < f(λ).
zavg = 1Pµ
i
w(i)
µX
i=1
w(i)z(i)
σ =
vuuut
µX
i=1
w(i)||z(i) − zavg||2
Pµ
i=1 w(i)×N
y = y + zavg
end while
9, λ = 10 × D3 in Fig. 10, with D the dimension. The
”scores” are D log(x)/n, where n is the number of genera-
tions, x is the estimate of the optimum at the end of the run
- this is the approximation of the normalized asymptotic
convergence rate. 0 means a premature convergence, and
a significantly negative number means a linear convergence;
we have linear convergence in all cases with reweighting, and
never without, as shown in Figure 10.
5.2 EMNA with reweighting avoids prema-
ture convergence even without centering
assumption
We claimed earlier that assumption 3 could probably be
relaxed, and in particular that even if fitness functions as in
Figure 11 (all but the first plot) do not verify the assumption
3, it should lead to a linear convergence as for the ”spherical”
fitness function (first plot, in the same figure). Figure 12
shows that high values of x make the problem more difficult,
Figure 7: Here, the t level set is { 1
10
t + t × (1 + 0.2 ∗
cos(8u))× cos(u), t× (1 + 0.2 ∗ cos(8u))sin(u);u ∈ [0, 2π]}.
Due to dissymmetry, the center of the level set if
not the optimum and the condition of the theorem
are not met. However, it is clear that the algorithm
will converge in this case as well as we don’t have to
be exactly centered on the optimum. This will be
discussed on a similar problem in section 5, see in
particular Fig. 11.
but that the convergence holds anyway (Fig 12).
5.3 Looking closely at the evolution of σ with
poor initialization
We will now investigate the evolution of σ in a restricted
setting, namely only one offspring, in order to see if increas-
ing the number of points solves the problem. Figure 13
clearly shows that increasing λ is useless for avoiding pre-
mature convergence when there’s no reweighting, whereas
Figure 14 shows that when weighting is used, premature
convergence is consistently avoided when λ is sufficiently
large. This shows the consistency of the weighted approach
and the weakness of the unweighted approach.
6. DISCUSSION
We have proved a theorem of consistency of the estimation
of optima in EDA thanks to reweighting. This proof has the
following limitations:
• We have only shown that the algorithm is consistent
for estimating the optimum when we know the distri-
bution for which the optimum is the expected value
in a level set (typically, uniform distribution if the op-
timum is at the center of the level sets). This shows
for a Gaussian EDA, reweighting ensures that ellipsoid
level sets are consistently estimated. This does not
say anything for the approximate level sets for other
distributions. However, this is only technical and the
principle of reweighting can be extended far beyond
this. This will be the subject of an extension of this
work; the goal would be the proof of a property of type
”with reweighting, level sets are consistently estimated
for some metric”.
• The consistency is also shown asymptotically, and ex-
perimentally the avoidance of premature convergence
requires big samples. It is likely that other tricks from
Dimension Score without Score with P-value
reweighting reweighting
3 -0.00888172 -0.561429 0.00225104
4 -0.0107948 -1.35278 8.472e-10
6 -0.0110491 -1.35565 3.2428e-07
7 -0.012486 -2.43707 0
8 -0.0146252 -2.20972 0
9 -0.0145236 -2.51588 0
11 -0.0128873 -2.3909 0
12 -0.0131643 -1.931 1.46267e-09
13 -0.0152632 -1.39598 2.42622e-05
14 -0.0159825 -1.14553 0.000411108
15 -0.0165677 -1.46499 2.33928e-05
16 -0.0176763 -0.904438 0.00345763
Figure 8: Normalized convergence rates for various
dimensionalities, λ = 10D⌊√D⌋ and p-value of signifi-
cance. See text for the detailed experimental setup;
the fitness is the sphere function and there is a poor
initialization. Results are highly significant.
Dimension Score without Score with P-value
reweighting reweighting
3 -0.0104643 -1.78895 0
4 -0.0144236 -2.18543 0
6 -0.0128907 -2.51126 0
7 -0.0135233 -2.63108 0
8 -0.0162723 -2.71583 0
9 -0.016863 -2.81322 0
11 -0.0147054 -2.96843 0
12 -0.0165426 -3.04377 0
13 -0.0177544 -3.09284 0
14 -0.0189371 -3.14667 0
15 -0.0198078 -3.23661 0
16 -0.0204953 -3.31655 0
Figure 9: Normalized convergence rates for various
dimensionalities, λ = 10D2 and p-value of signifi-
cance. See text for the detailed experimental setup.
Sphere function, poor initialization (see text). Re-
sults are highly significant.
statistics could be used for improving the variance of
estimates, e.g. bootstrap [7, 6], confidence regions for
M-statistics [28]. This is not done in this paper. In-
terestingly, bootstrap can be used for estimating con-
fidence intervals as well, and can be used in difficult
cases (i.e. beyond the simple conditional expectation
studied in this paper).
• Other classical tricks for improving samplings consist
in using quasi-random sequences in the sampling [18,
19]; quasi-random sampling is an active area of re-
search with strong recent improvements in large di-
mension [13, 24]. Such improvements have already
been tested for mutations in evolutionary algorithms
[27, 26]. Also, antithetic variables are easy to use in
EDA, see e.g. [8]
• In this paper, we considered reweighting for correct-
ing a bias (typically, Gaussian distribution instead of
uniform distribution for estimating the mass center of
an ellipsoidal level set). Other forms of weights can be
Dimension Score without Score with P-value
reweighting reweighting
3 -0.0121133 -2.12388 0
4 -0.0150117 -2.28472 0
5 -0.0114129 -2.39826 0
6 -0.0135526 -2.54386 0
7 -0.0152274 -2.65001 0
8 -0.0165787 -2.73935 0
9 -0.0181852 -2.83664 0
10 -0.0144745 -2.80969 0
11 -0.0160375 -2.99463 0
12 -0.0173464 -3.06692 0
13 -0.0186479 -3.13602 0
14 -0.0195956 -3.20573 0
15 -0.020884 -3.2708 0
16 -0.022177 -3.33649 0
Figure 10: Normalized convergence rates for vari-
ous dimensionalities, λ = 10D3 and p-value of signifi-
cance. Results are averaged over 11 runs; the fitness
is the sphere function and the initialization is poor;
see text for more details.
used. In the case of integration, it has been pointed
out that sometimes reweighting points or using them in
a more complicated manner than simple weighted av-
erages is more important than well distributing them
[13]. For example, one can weight points proportion-
ally to the probability of their Voronoi cell. With
such a technique, [29] points out that in dimension
1 and 2 respectively, the integration error can be re-
duced from 1/
√
n (random points) or log(n)d/n (quasi-
random points) to O(1/n4) and O(1/n2) on twice dif-
ferentiable functions. Unfortunately, such results only
hold in small dimensions, and [29] points out that pos-
sibly, in high dimension, naive Monte-Carlo methods
have some form of optimality among various possible
uses of (unbiased) random i.i.d samplings.
We think that the results can be extended essentially by
taking into account that we do not have to ensure that the
center of the level set is the optimum, but only that we
reduce the size of the sampling whilst keeping a good density
around the optimum. We should not loose in this process
the following strong points of the approach presented in this
paper:
• We don’t need any convexity or quasi-convexity as-
sumption. This is quite important as it is quite natu-
ral to take care of non quasi-convex fitness functions;
to the best of our knowledge, only this paper and [25]
have considered non-quasi-convex fitness functions.
• The results have this advantage that the proposed
modification is quite simple, and can be used in many
cases: it is just a reweighting. Also, this is not only
theory for theory (even if theory for theory is interest-
ing in many cases); we can implement the modification
and have immediate very clear improvements.
Acknowledgements
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Figure 11: Fitness function with level set f−1(t) =
{(t(x+cos(u), tsin(u);u ∈ [0, 2π]} for x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
respectively. With x 6= 0, the third assumption of
the theorem does not hold; however, results in Fig.
12 clearly show that EMNA with reweighting solves
this fitness function even with poor initialization.
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Dim. \ λ 10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000
2 07 00 00 00 00 00
3 06 01 00 00 00 00
4 03 02 00 00 00 00
5 10 06 00 00 00 00
6 03 06 00 00 00 00
7 04 04 00 00 00 00
8 02 05 00 00 00 00
9 10 07 00 00 00 00
10 03 07 00 00 00 00
11 02 01 00 00 00 00
12 03 07 00 00 00 00
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